Chute is culprit in Paso deaths
Probe finds rigging was faulty
By Marla R. Van Schuyver
Senior Staff Writer

An incorrectly-rigged tandem parachute is being blamed for the March 21 accident that took the lives of a Cal Poly student and a well-known Paso Robles parachuting instructor.

Mechanical engineering senior Stephen King, 23, and Albert Stephens, 46, of the Sky Dive Paso Robles parachuting school, were killed when their parachutes did not open during a tandem jump. The two men fell nearly two miles to their deaths.

Two parachute experts inspected the rigging on the parachutes intended for use during the afternoon jump. T.R. Dente of Relative Workshop in Delano, Fla., and Allen Silver of Silver Parachute Rigging in Hayward, concluded in a 10-page report that the main parachute was improperly rigged and that Stephens should have caught the error.

"The three ring drogue release was improperly rigged," a report from the experts states.

"This defect in the rigging of the parachute completely disabaled the main parachute... Even with the tandem parachute being disabled, barring a medical emergency or incapacitation of Mr. Stephens, emergency actions should have been taken to deploy the reserve parachute and were not..."

A second, emergency parachute appeared to have been properly packed and could have been used, the report said.

Students arrested for campus scooter theft
By Matthew Hoy
Staff Writer

Public Safety arrested two Cal Poly students early Sunday morning after they attempted to steal a three-wheeled Cush

"We still don't know why the second parachute was not deployed," Detective Clint Wenter. "There could have been some deficiency in the system or disorientation — meaning that (Stephens) failed to realize that he was out of time."

"Unfortunately, when this kind of accident happens, there isn't any way to do an autopsy to see if there was heart failure or anything else that may have contributed."

The parachuting experts say they have not ruled out the possibility that Stephens may have had heart failure or a stroke which could have prevented him from following through with the use of the emergency second parachute.

Stephens was recently certified in Florida for tandem jump instruction, police said. He had jumped more than 1,400 times before the fatal jump.

The jump was a first for King.

...Emergency actions should have been taken to deploy the reserve parachute and were not..."

Taco Bell hires security to handle late-night rowdies
By Gabe Joynt
Staff Writer

A polite young man stood at the well-scoured counter. He was smiling. His baseball cap was slightly crooked so that one of the enormous stuffed antlers that proppered from the sides of his head almost touched his shoulder.

"Welcome to Taco Bell," he said. "May I take your order?"

The staff at Taco Bell is friendly. The atmosphere is clean. And as part of a promotional campaign, you can even win a stuffed "Rocky and Bullwinkle" hat like the one described above.
The Senate Ethics Committee opened a preliminary inquiry yesterday into contacts between the office of Senator Orrin G. Hatch, R-Utah, and representatives of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International.

Committee co-chairmen Richard Bryan, D-Nev., and Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., said Hatch had requested in writing that the committee investigate his office's contact with representatives of BCCI — the discredited bank that was closed down after accusations of money laundering, racketeering and other criminal activities.

Hatch, a three-term senator, "has provided the committee with office records and documents," said a committee statement released jointly by Bryan and McConnell.

Hatch strongly defended BCCI in a speech on the Senate floor in 1990 and has said he once asked the outlaw bank for a loan to a friend.

A report released last fall by the Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee on terrorism outlined meetings that former Hatch aide Michael Pillsbury had with government officials and BCCI lawyers. It made no mention of Hatch.

Hatch had previously disclosed that he had asked the Senate Ethics Committee to investigate possible improper contacts between Pillsbury and BCCI officials.

In 1991, Hatch acknowledged that he once called BCCI's chief executive in London to ask him to consider lending money to a Houston developer who is a friend of Hatch's.

The developer, Monzer Houiani, has contributed money to Hatch's campaigns and was involved in a real estate deal with him.

BCCI never made the requested loan, Hatch has said.

In a separate matter, the committee concluded that it would take no action on complaints of sexual misconduct by Senator Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, who has insisted upon his innocence. The committee said it was dropping the case against Inouye, a six-term senator, because witnesses would not cooperate.

A hairdresser accused Inouye of sexually assaulting her 17 years ago, and a Hawaii state legislator said women called her with stories of other sexual misconduct by Inouye.

Compiled from Associated Press Reports
Financial aid changes confusing students, staff

By Nicole Medgin
Staff Writer

Financial aid changes confusing students, staff

New rules can be ‘chaotic’ for some recipients

Changes in financial aid eligibility requirements — combined with substantially higher fees anticipated for next year — have many students asking questions and the Financial Aid Office fielding for answers.

“Ve worked in financial aid for 17 years and I’ve never seen the chaos we’re dealing with now,” said Diane Ryan, director of Cal Poly’s Financial Aid Office. “This is a very volatile year.”

At the beginning of spring quarter, Ryan issued a memorandum to all current financial aid recipients outlining several issues which may impact financial aid awards for next year.

For one, the basis upon which financial aid need was calculated in the past has changed significantly, and many students will not demonstrate the same level of need they did this year, Ryan said.

Some of those changes include:

• All students under 24 years of age are now considered, for financial aid purposes, dependent students. This could seriously affect the Pell Grant eligibility for many students because financial need calculations are based on “expected family contribution” — a combination of the students’ and the parents’ incomes.
• To help counter the “dependent” status, home equity — or the value of a family’s property — is no longer used in calculating the expected family contribution for a student. This is significant, Ryan said, because many families may have money tied up in property or buildings, but have little available in liquid assets to help students.
• To make up the difference in lost Pell Grant eligibility, Financial Aid will be offering a tentative fee/tuition charge of about $2,200. That’s up from about $1,700 a year now charged, Ryan said.

But until the proposed fee/tuition charges are finalized, Ryan said, the amount of the Cal Grants and State University Grants are “up in the air.”

Lastly, the preliminary financial aid award notices, usually mailed to students in May, will likely be delayed, Ryan said.

“We are trying to implement the required changes as quickly as possible,” Ryan said. “But it is highly likely that we will not have all the aid awards out before the end of spring quarter.”

Through the Financial Aid Office is shooting to have the award notices mailed by the first week of June, Ryan recommends students expecting an award update their permanent address at the Records Office.

Students await King verdict

National Guard members ‘on call’ in case of civil unrest

By Nicole Medgin
Staff Writer

Tim Vincent and Michelle Van Der Linden await word on a verdict.

Curiosity, fear and apprehension are circulating throughout the state in anticipation of the verdict in the Rodney King beating trial.

And those feelings are even more intense for two Cal Poly students.

Tim Vincent, in the California Army National Guard, and Michelle Van Der Linden, in the California Air National Guard, are anxiously awaiting the jury’s decision.

Their units have been notified to be “on call.” Both students must respond to their units in Ventura, within six hours if needed, following the statement of the verdict.

Vincent, a journalism senior, said he doesn’t think there will be a situation as “intense as last year.”

“It is obvious that everyone is organized and will work together to stop any looting and beating,” he said.

Van Der Linden, also a journalism student, said “a lot of people are really skeptical of what is going to happen. I hope it’s not necessary for us to go downtown, but I’m ready if I have to.”

If their units are called to respond to a situation, they will be assigned a certain area to guard and they are to “secure” that area or building.

“Last year we were assigned the General Telephone building in Compton,” Van Der Linden said. “It is the main communication building to L.A. There. We just got up to the rooftops and watched the city while we had a number of different loan programs designed to subsidize students unmet financial need.

“We’re doing the best we can to make sure everyone who needs aid gets it,” Ryan said. “Students need to be patient until we get all the numbers worked out.”

An additional dilemma for students and the Financial Aid Office alike is an increase in fees anticipated for next year and the lack of exact figures to work with.

Current costs for the academic year are estimated by the Financial Aid Office at about $8,500, which includes a tentative fee/tuition charge of about $2,200. That’s up from about $1,700 a year now charged, Ryan said.

“We are doing the best we can organized and will work together in Compton,” Van Der Linden said. “It is obvious that everyone is organized and will work together to stop any looting and beating.”

Van Der Linden said she was alarmed at the extent of unrest during her stint in L.A.

“I was totally shocked and be-wildered, more than (I was) scared,” she said. “I couldn’t believe humans could do this to other humans.”

Being a student also adds to the pressure and confusion, Vincent said.

“I missed a lot of school last year,” he said. “But my instructors were pretty understanding. I gave them all notice this year. My fraternity brothers are also really supportive, and if I need to be in L.A. again this year, they promise to help me out by picking up homework for me.”

Put your career on the MAP with HCS!

To find the right financial career path you need a good MAP. Find this through our Management Associate Program, a 10 month training program in our credit card operations center.

Household Credit Services, Inc., is one of the TOP 10 credit card issuers and one of the largest employers in Monterey County. We are a subsidiary of Household International, a fortune 500 Company.

Come meet with us on campus to discuss how working within our sophisticated operating units and exposure to a wide range of business functions will get your financial career off to a powerful start.

On-campus interviews
Tuesday, April 20th
See your career placement center for more details.

Household Credit Services
Where opportunity is a Household word.

If you can’t meet with us on campus, mail your resume to: Household Credit Services, Inc., Box 80041, Salinas, CA 93912-8041. We are an equal opportunity employer.
This week, students were asked their opinion as to whether engineering technology's fate should be reconsidered on the basis of the recommendation of the review committee.

I've always had my feelings on (the subject). This is a polytechnic school—it would be ridiculous to kick out a technical major.

I'm not too sure the committee's findings will bring ET back. It seems like every page in the paper is talking about budget cuts—they had to cut something.

—Emily Ironi
Political Science

There must be a reason why the committee said they should stay, so it seems like it should be looked into more.

They're trying to cut so many areas, that one's kind of already on its way. I don't think they're going to go back and say, okay, you can stay. Especially when there's more cuts to come.

—Michelle Boed
Liberal Studies

I think they should keep it if there are enough students to keep it open. You think they would have put a little bit more research into (the decision) in the first place.

The committee's report seems like it would be enough (of a basis) for ET to be brought back.

—Scott Cimino
Ag Business

I think it should stay. It is a polytechnic school.

I think the school is kind of desperate and they're just doing anything they can without thinking about the students. I think the students are coming last in this.

I think ET is already lost. I think it's best for them to go look for another school because I don't think this school is going to care too much about what the students think.

—Honey Santos
Architecture
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Photos by Sherry Gurtler/Mustang Daily.
The decision-making process

Decisions on pertinent issues are usually carefully considered before being implemented. Most would include argumentation and discussion as parts of this process. And as far as most are concerned, this is the kind of process that went into the decision to eliminate the major of engineering technology.

Sort of...

With the announcement of the findings of a discontinuance committee in Monday's Daily, the decision making process seems to have come full circle. In reality, President Baker's executive decision to eliminate ET ended with the committee's recommendation that it remain as a staple of Cal Poly's educational curriculum. This chain of events runs counter not only to the feelings of the students and faculty involved with ET, but to well established principles of logic, as well.

Adding insult to injury to this scenario is the fact that the premature decision is the choice that will prevail. No amount of committee reports or justifying evidence is likely to bring ET back to Cal Poly any time soon, if at all.

According to RT department head Kim Davis, the committee was told that "no matter what the investigation's outcome, ET would be discontinued and defunded.

One has to question why the committee was formed at all in light of the circumstances. They were formed on an outcome with no real meaning trying to reverse a decision already set in stone.

Regardless of whether ET should stay or not, this decision was a poor one based solely upon the procedure followed to implement it.

In the future, it probably would benefit all parties involved if debates concerning aspects of this campus were argued before being decided upon.

Hopefully, a decision on this hasn't already been made.
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Justice Byron White's recent retirement gives President Bill Clinton an early opportunity to change the direction of the Supreme Court. Reagan's four appointments and Bush's two have shifted the law to the right.

The Court, led by Chief Justice William Rehnquist, has rolled back many of the innovative rulings of the liberal Warren Court; Clinton, however, has a chance to return the rightward movement, as he will become the first Democrat since Lyndon Johnson to name a justice. As the final interpreter of the Constitution, the Court has a profound influence on issues such as abortion, affirmative action, church-state relations, and the rights of the accused.

Appointing justices to the Court is one of a president's most significant and lasting powers, a fact not lost on Clinton, a former law professor and a graduate of Yale Law School. Supreme Court justices often serve far beyond the term of the president who appoints them, thereby continuing that president's legacy. John Marshall, for example, served 34 years; William O. Douglas, 36 years; and Warren Burger, 25 years. Clinton's appointment of John F. Kennedy, a former law professor and a graduate of Yale Law School while simultaneously playing for the Detroit Lions.

Despite the fact that White was appointed by a Democrat, he has frequently sided with the Court's conservatives on many of the most controversial issues. White dissenting in the landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade decision, which struck down state laws that had prohibited abortion, and had upheld state statutes on abortion with a 5-3 vote.

He has maintained a narrow definition of the right to privacy, writing the opinion in a 1986 case, Planned Parenthood v. DBX, that extended the right to privacy to gay, lesbian and unwed heterosexuals. White dissenting in several landmark cases, in addition to Roe v. Wade, which give birth to the famous Miranda warnings. White has generally been sympathetic to the police in criminal investigations.

If Clinton names a moderate liberal in an effort to move the Court dramatically to the left, those moderates would probably go along. The justices risk being a relatively ineffective and lonely dissenter, much like Bork in the past or even now. White dissenting in the 1986 case, Planned Parenthood v. DBX, that extended the right to privacy to gay, lesbian and unwed heterosexuals.

However, if Clinton nominates an extreme liberal with an agenda to move the Court dramatically to the left, those moderates would probably go along. The justices risk being a relatively ineffective and lonely dissenter, much like Bork in the past or even now. White dissenting in the 1986 case, Planned Parenthood v. DBX, that extended the right to privacy to gay, lesbian and unwed heterosexuals.

Whether the Court is well served by mediocrity or mindless muddling on the Supreme Court.

The country is not well served by mediocre minds on the Supreme Court.

White, on the other hand, has frequently sided with the Court's conservatives in Brown v. Board of Education, Bush v. Gore, and in his replacement may have an immediate impact. For example, if Clinton names a moderate liberal capable of gaining the votes of moderates Sandra Day O'Connor, Anthony Kennedy, and David Souter, that justice might make a significant difference.

However, if Clinton nominates an extreme liberal with an agenda to move the Court dramatically to the left, those moderates would probably go along. The justices risk being a relatively ineffective and lonely dissenter, much like Bork in the past or even now. White dissenting in the 1986 case, Planned Parenthood v. DBX, that extended the right to privacy to gay, lesbian and unwed heterosexuals.
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El Corral Bookstore celebrates Pride of the Union

April 12-14 - El Corral Bookstore will be open until 7:00pm - 

There will be in-store specials! - On Wednesday there will be a special drawing for a Treasure Chest full of goodies - must be present to win entry box next to Customer Service

El Corral Bookstore

Are you interested in becoming a Summer Resident Advisor?
If so, please attend one of these information sessions.
Applications will be available!

Tuesday, April 6 
7 pm - Sierra Madre Hall

Wednesday, April 14 
8 pm - Santa Lucia Hall

For further information, contact the Department of Residential Life and Education at 756-1226

Call to San Luis Obispo Residential Life and Education - Student Affairs Division

Spring Craft Sale

April 13th to 15th
9am to 4pm
in the U.U. plaza

jewelry, candles, pottery, & much more!
TACO BELL

From page 1 of the document:

"We mostly keep people from loitering in the parking lot or of employees to quickly serve the customers and send them on their way. Originally hired as an agent, I got my way last year's Public Enemy concert at Cal Poly, the security has been an effective method for taming the hungry crowd. "We keep people from being real wild, rude and throwing food. There are so many people that are drunk, they want to keep it under control."

"Frenz called the brawl that broke out on April 2 - when a different guard tried to prevent a 21-year-old from stealing a sign - a "break deal." One San Luis Obispo man was arrested and two were cited in the fight that involved 15 to 20 people.

Watch Commander Jerry Lenthall of the San Luis Obispo Police Department attributes the problems at Theo Bell to "inexperienced young people aged 16 to 24."

"Most of the problems we have aren't Poly students," he said. Owen, an electrical engineer senior at Cal Poly, works five late-night shifts per week.

"Mainly the ones we get problems from are high school-aged students and people from Santa Maria/Oceano that come up to be with their friends," he said. "If they're really inclined to fight then it's going to happen."

Although college students do comprise a large portion of the late-night clientele, employee Michelle Curran, 21, has a successful method for dealing with disinherited patrons.

"Every once in a while you get a customer that's really drunk and they don't know what they're ordering," she said. "They're a real loss so you help them through it and send them on their way."

"LOST GOLD BRACELET - SENTIMENTAL! Reward! 544-6172"

"Found Calculator above track...

"Lost Gold Bracelet - Sentimental! Reward! 544-6172"

"Lost Watch & Ring on 3/30 in CS parking.... Sentimental Reward! 544-6172"

"LOST CAT... 8-9 MO OLD BLACK FEMALE.... 541-9335"
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Congratulations Graduates!

Take A Test Drive! Get A Free Gift!
- If you are eligible to participate in the GM College Grad Program, you can use your GM, Geo, or GMC vehicle as a test drive.
- You'll be able to test drive any GM vehicle, including Chevelle, Camaro, Firebird, or any other GM model.

Financing Options That Are Right For You!
- Choose from a wide range of financing options that fit your budget and lifestyle.
- GM Financing makes it easy to get the best deal on a new GM vehicle.

Participate Today!
- To receive your $500 certificate, call 1-800-964-GRAD (4723) or visit your local GM, Geo, or GMC dealership.

See your participating Chevrolet, Geo, or GMC dealer for qualifications and details.

REWARD YOURSELF!
Join GM's Graduation Celebration!

GMAC

THOUGHT OF THE DAY...

In America, we tax work, investment, employment, savings and productivity, while we subsidize non-work, consumption and debt. It's time we start to reverse this trend.

-Jack Kemp